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Overview
Clients expect lawyers to deliver technically excellent and commercially-focused advice. And whilst the technical advice will come
naturally to lawyers, commerciality is not always the first thing considered. For Coffin Mew, a medium-sized, ambitious law firm
based on the South Coast, the issue of commerciality has become increasingly prominent following feedback from its clients.
Coffin Mew’s clients include large corporates, entrepreneurs, owner-managed businesses, banks and investors, and wealthy
individuals and families.
“Clients love working with us and rely upon the support we give them. But client feedback suggested that we were struggling
to get the message across about the value we bring, and that is an important part of our offer. “Clients said they want us to
better understand their business and give advice that is commercially rooted in their business,” explains John Parkinson, Head
of Business Development at Coffin Mew.”
As a result, Coffin Mew decided its staff, from trainees to senior
management, should participate in workshops to address the skills gap
and generate action plans for improvement.
Working with the Commerciality Hub’s framework analysing ‘7 habits of
commerciality’, Coffin Mew’s staff have been coached on scoping, service
delivery and pricing techniques, and how to better understand clients’
business objectives.

“I don’t think lawyers are
naturally the most
commercially-minded people.”

Staff were split into teams, with partners mixing with lawyers, trainees and support staff to understand how to deliver coordinated
commercial advice. They were encouraged to think about the strengths and weaknesses of the firm, using recent client feedback
to trigger ideas. Despite initial concerns that the structure was not as relevant to private clients, who make up a large percentage
of Coffin Mew’s client base, the ‘7 habits’ framework proved applicable to both the private client and commercial departments.

The Result
Since the workshops, the drive for commerciality has become embedded across Coffin Mew. “We are seeing behavioural and
cultural changes,” Parkinson explained. The firm, with the Commerciality Hub, have developed both a firm-wide and personal
action plans to keep commerciality centre-stage.
“We are working closely with HR to implement commerciality into the competency framework, so all fee-earners are judged on
it,” Parkinson explains. “It has been moved into the terms of business, marketing, and into conversations with the partners and
with clients too.”
One of the greatest benefits of the workshop has been an improvement in Coffin Mew’s pitches and credentials documents. “In
our pitch documents we now talk about our commercial focus, saying “this is how we do it” and “this is what it means”. We use
the habits of commerciality as a guiding principle. We are not yet a year in to the commerciality programme, but we are starting
to win more work.”

“We are starting to win more work.”

The evidence has certainly shown this - recently Coffin Mew won its biggest ever client. “The General Counsel thought our
proposal was the best he had ever read.”
Parkinson also believes the Commerciality Programme has helped promote Coffin Mew’s presence amongst other professional
service firms, as the importance of a commercial outlook starts to resonate with them.

“When we have gone out to referrers, such as accountants, banks, independent financial advisors, they
have been really impressed… as far as I can tell they have got exactly the same issues.”

The Future

As the legal sector becomes increasingly competitive, law firms need to be able to differentiate themselves.
“We are using commerciality as one of our unique selling points. We have no intentions of being one of the UK’s largest law firms
and nor are we a niche player. True commerciality, matched with a detailed understanding of our clients’ business, embedded
into the DNA of the firm will give us an edge in a crowded market.”
Parkinson is optimistic about the future, and Coffin Mew’s ability to keep on meet changing clients’ expectations.
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